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General Misconduct is a really enjoyable second book in the Conduct Unbecoming series. In this book Aiden is a recent
Naval Academy graduate and has been stationed in Okinawa. A bad night out in a bar leads to a chance meeting the
next day.

I like car movies. I was expecting a gay Fast and the Furious and I got a book about a mysoginistic trash bro
and his equally mysoginistic meathead broFF sucking at every human thing besides driving a car, and the lack
of writing around that is a let down if you like cars. This is a grown man in the indy race scene. Not even Greg
Boudreaux can save this thing. It is just not as complex as book 1 and therefore I cannot grade them the same.
Book 1 will be more memorable for me but this story was nonetheless worth listening to. How many time can
I answer this question with, at the top? What other book might you compare General Misconduct to and why?
Conduct Unbecoming, same Author and same Narrator. How does this one compare? I generally purchase
audiobooks simply because he narrates them. This book did not disappoint. Every nuance is captured, every
groan, even sharp intakes of breath can clearly be heard. The characters come to life in a way and their story is
clearly conveyed. Was there a moment in the book that particularly moved you? Toward the end of the book
both men have to really consider what they want from the other. Whether or not their relationship is strong
enough to risk everything for. These several chapters were particularly moving and emotional. Tams e-book
review July That is until an encounter at a local gay bar leaves him with a busted up and bruised face. Connor
Bradshaw lives on the base with his overprotective father, General Bradshaw. His father has no problem with
him being gay, he only has a problem with his son dating anyone under his command, which knocks out about
ninety nine percent of the male population in Okinawa. He knows the man would run away if he knew. But the
sneaking around and lying will wear anyone down, and when forced to make a decision between his career
and love, will Aiden make the right choice? When you are reading this story about Okinawa, you are literally
transported to the island in Japan, surrounded by the beauty and the landscapes there. And then woven into
that beautiful backdrop is a story of struggle, fighting for what you want and finding yourself with the person
you fall in love with. That is the story of Aiden and Connor. When Aiden is described as infinitely patient it is
absolutely accurate. They slowly learn about each other as they slowly fall in love. And good lord above, these
two LOVE to kiss. They are very tender and loving and the way they are written conveys that love and
tenderness for the reader to appreciate and enjoy. The scene on the beach, with the sunscreen Wow, holy fuck
me, Wow! Oh yes, this is a must read. If you like coming of age stories with ZERO angst thank god! It was
excellent as usual. I truly enjoy your books, especially your military romance novels. Linda Barr 5 out of 5
stars Performance.
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General Bradshaw just happens to be Connor's father. Apparently this is a sticky situation in the military and the General
threatens Aiden if he continues his relationship with Connor.

A chance encounter, a chance at loveâ€¦and one heartbreaking choice. At the end of the trail, a surprise comes
with the scenery. A gorgeous young guy in swim trunks. Someone with the power to force Aiden to
chooseâ€”Connor, or his naval career. Aiden was trying to set up a cover story for the beating he took at an
off-base gay club. Even the best laid plans can go awry, however, when you are faced with a gorgeous man in
a beautiful setting. When Aiden reaches the falls and sees Connor swimming, he is so attracted to the young
man he almost forgets all about why he was up there in the first place. Aiden and Connor start with a dinner
date and over time, they find themselves in an honest to goodness, head-over-heels love affair. Connor and
Aiden are forced to make a decision: I absolutely loved this second story in the series. Witt has done a
fabulous job with the scenery and the customs of the island. I lived in Japan for two years myself, and reading
this book brought back all kinds of great memories. The military aspects of the book were spot on, and that is
always a win in my opinion. They stuck to their guns and that makes all the difference sometimes. It was
wonderful to see the guys from the first book again and to get to see them still together and happy. I hope
there will be another book in this series. I will be sure to snatch that one up quickly. If you like to read about
military guys and know that you are getting a real representation of the lives they lead, then you cannot go
wrong with either of the books in this series. I would highly recommend this title and any others Ms. Witt
gives us in this universe. You can buy General Misconduct Conduct Unbecoming:
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If you are searched for the ebook by L. A. Witt General Misconduct in pdf format, in that case you come on to correct
website. We furnish full variation of this book in PDF, DjVu, doc, ePub, txt formats.

He was maybe ten feet away now, close enough I could see droplets of water sliding down the grooves in his
lean, smooth muscles. There was a little bit of dark hair plastered against his chest and his tanned arms, but
not a lot. And he was looking right back at me, eyes locked on mine. Glad someone mentioned that. But, you
know, keep an eye on the trees. More heat rushed into my cheeks, and I dropped my gaze. Just get in the
water, idiot. I untied the laces and slipped off my boots. Then I emptied my pockets, leaving my car keys and
wallet inside one of my boots. I started to pull off my shirt but hesitated. So I left my shirt on. I lifted one of
the ropes, ducked under it, and stepped into the water. And immediately pulled my foot back. Then my whole
foot. After the hike to get up here, it felt great. As much as I wanted to splash it on my face, the doc had been
pretty emphatic about keeping the stitches clean and dry. I turned toward him. Just transferred here recently.
How long have you been here? On Okinawa, I mean. As we shook hands, our eyes met, and they locked,
andâ€¦fuck. Wow, he really was hot. Those blue eyes were unreal. I released his hand, and as we both sat
back, he gave me the oddest little smile, one that seemed caught somewhere between shy and cocky. Before I
could figure out which, he broke eye contact and busied himself leaning over to scoop some water onto his
arms. Where else do you like to go? Just, you know, watch for jellyfish. He glanced down, and that odd smile
came back to life as he looked at me again. There was no casually pulling my leg back and pretending it had
never happened, so I just kept it against the rock. Clearing my throat, I broke eye contact. Never even seen
one, knock on wood. Watch out for them. My foot was still on the rock next to him. He was still fucking with
my pulse just by existing. I had no idea if he was gay, straight or just a goddamned figment of my
sex-deprived imagination, and what to say next was completely lost on me. Fortunately, Connor spoke first.
Some of the most amazing pizza on the island. You, um, want to grab a bite? Connor was as nonthreatening as
a man could be. And so, so gorgeous.
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LA Witt, dud it again. General Misconduct, was written, performed with the usually quality that's expected. 0 of 1 people
found this review helpful.

Lori Witt After a Marine roughs him up at a gay bar, Ensign Aiden Lange has some cuts and bruises on his
face that are sure to raise questions at work. The ultimatum is simple - stay away from Connor, or kiss his
dreams of advancement goodbye. This 63, word novel was previously published. Witt Tams gives this one 5
Stars How many time can I answer this question with, at the top? What other book might you compare
General Misconduct to and why? Conduct Unbecoming, same Author and same Narrator. How does this one
compare? I generally purchase audiobooks simply because he narrates them. This book did not disappoint.
Every nuance is captured, every groan, even sharp intakes of breath can clearly be heard. The characters come
to life in a way and their story is clearly conveyed. Was there a moment in the book that particularly moved
you? Toward the end of the book both men have to really consider what they want from the other. Whether or
not their relationship is strong enough to risk everything for. These several chapters were particularly moving
and emotional. E-book Review July After a Marine roughs him up at a gay bar, Ensign Aiden Lange has some
cuts and bruises on his face that are sure to raise questions at work. The ultimatum is simpleâ€”stay away from
Connor, or kiss his dreams of advancement goodbye. Witt or Ann Gallagher. Neither of those twits can keep
their mouths shut EVERY comment that is relevant to the specific post will be entered. Prizes include various
gift cards and swag donated by Publishers, Authors and blog Owner. How else will I notify you if you win?
5: General Misconduct (Audiobook) by L.A. Witt | www.enganchecubano.com
General Misconduct by L. A. Witt Lambda Literary Award Finalist After a Marine roughs him up at a gay bar, Ensign
Aiden Lange has some cuts and bruises on his face that are sure to raise questions at work.
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General Misconduct By L.A. Witt - FictionDB. Cover art, synopsis, sequels, reviews, awards, publishing history, genres,
and time period.
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After a Marine roughs him up at a gay bar, Ensign Aiden Lange has some cuts and bruises on his face that are sure to
raise questions at work. At the u.
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EXCERPT. I stopped at the end of the trail, standing between a couple of rocks near the fence at the edge of the pool.
He was maybe ten feet away now, close enough I could see droplets of water sliding down the grooves in his lean,
smooth muscles.

9: Two Men Find Love In The Military In L.A. Witt's "General Misconduct" â€“ The Novel Approach Reviews
General Misconduct, le livre audio de L.A. Witt Ã tÃ©lÃ©charger. Ã‰coutez ce livre audio gratuitement avec l'offre
d'essai.
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